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Focus 1

KV 11

KV 11 More on the US
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Quarter coins

Look at these American quarter coins1 (25 cents) below. What do they tell you about the state they’re from?
Where is that state? Use the map at the back of your English book. Then go online to find out more about one
of these states.
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1 quarter coin 25 Centmünze | 2 lighthouse Leuchtturm

2

Odd one out

Find the odd one out and write it down.

3

1. humid | dry | desert

4. leave | share | slavery

2. cattle | settlers | theme park

5. bat | bird | stone

3. metre | theater | fall

6. sunny | slavery | illegal

Word snake

How many different verbs can you find in the word snake? Write them down.

beginconfidentbrilliantendcleverrainbothmadflywond
erfulintroduceuphateoncehourstealbridgethanenter

5. stone, 6. slavery; 3 1. begin, 2. end, 3. rain, 4. fly, 5. introduce, 6. hate, 7. steal, 8. enter
Lösung: 1 A California is on the west coast of the US and is 168 years old (2018). On the coin, we can see the Golden
Gate bridge in San Francisco. B Nevada is in the West too. Wild horses are running in this picture and we can see the
Rocky Mountains and the sun behind them. The state of Nevada is 154 years old (2018) C Maine is in the Northeast on the
coast and is 198 years old (2018). The coin shows a ship and a lighthouse. 2 1. humid, 2. themepark, 3. metre, 4. slavery,
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